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World Puppetry Day March 21st!



Definition from Wikipedia
• Storytelling describes the social and cultural activity of sharing 

stories, sometimes with improvisation, theatrics, or embellishment. 
Every culture has its own stories or narratives, which are shared as 
a means of entertainment, education, cultural preservation or 
instilling moral values. Crucial elements of stories and storytelling 
include plot, characters and narrative point of view.

• The term "storytelling" can refer in a narrow sense specifically to 
oral storytelling and also in a looser sense to techniques used in 
other media to unfold or disclose the narrative of a story.



• “Storytelling is a means for sharing and interpreting experiences. 
Peter L. Berger says human life is narratively rooted, humans 
construct their lives and shape their world into homes in terms of 
these groundings and memories. Stories are universal in that they 
can bridge cultural, linguistic and age-related divides. 
Storytelling can be adaptive for all ages, leaving out the notion 
of age segregation. Storytelling can be used as a method to 
teach ethics, values and cultural norms and differences.
Learning is most effective when it takes place in social 
environments that provide authentic social cues about how 
knowledge is to be applied. Stories function as a tool to pass on 
knowledge in a social context.” (Wikipedia)



Every Story Has 3 Parts
• “First, The setup (The Hero's world before the adventure starts). 

• Second, The Confrontation (The hero's world turned upside 
down).

• Third, The Resolution (Hero conquers villain, but it's not enough 
for Hero to survive. The Hero or World must be transformed). Any 
story can be framed in such format.” (Wikipedia)



• Stories mirror human thought as humans think in 
narrative structures and most often remember 
facts in story form. Facts can be understood as 
smaller versions of a larger story, thus storytelling 
can supplement analytical thinking. Because 
storytelling requires auditory and visual senses 
from listeners, one can learn to organize their 
mental representation of a story, recognize 
structure of language and express his or her 
thoughts. (Wikipedia)



• Stories tend to be based on experiential learning, but 
learning from an experience is not automatic. Often a 
person needs to attempt to tell the story of that 
experience before realizing its value. In this case, it is 
not only the listener who learns, but the teller who also 
becomes aware of his or her own unique experiences 
and background. This process of storytelling is 
empowering as the teller effectively conveys ideas 
and, with practice, is able to demonstrate the potential 
of human accomplishment. Storytelling taps into 
existing knowledge and creates bridges both culturally 
and motivationally toward a solution. (Wikipedia)



WOW! What did that last slide say?



Let’s try it!!!



• Stories are effective educational tools 
because listeners become engaged and 
therefore remember. Storytelling can be 
seen as a foundation for learning and 
teaching. While the story listener is 
engaged, they are able to imagine new 
perspectives, inviting a transformative and 
empathetic experience (Wikipedia)



• This involves allowing the individual to actively 
engage in the story as well as observe, listen and 
participate with minimal guidance. Listening to 
a storyteller can create lasting personal 
connections, promote innovative problem 
solving and foster a shared understanding 
regarding future ambitions. (Wikipedia)



• The listener can then activate knowledge 
and imagine new possibilities. Together a 
storyteller and listener can seek best 
practices and invent new 
solutions.(Wikipedia)



Activity



• Therapeutic storytelling is the act of telling one's story in an 
attempt to better understand oneself or one's situation. 
Oftentimes, these stories affect the audience in a 
therapeutic sense as well, helping them to view situations 
similar to their own through a different lens. Noted author 
and folklore scholar, Elaine Lawless states, "…this process 
provides new avenues for understanding and identity 
formation. Language is utilized to bear witness to their lives. 
Sometimes a narrator will simply skip over certain details 
without realizing, only to include it in their stories during a 
later telling. In this way, that telling and retelling of the 
narrative serves to "reattach portions of the narrative". 
(Wikipedia)



• These gaps may occur due to a repression of the 
trauma or even just a want to keep the most gruesome 
details private. Regardless, these silences are not as 
empty as they appear, and it is only this act of 
storytelling that can enable the teller to fill them back 
in.(Wikipedia)



How do we use 
this?



The Magical Science 
of Storytelling by 
David JP Phillips  16:44

YouTube Video



Activities



Bringing You Puppets to 
Life- Puppetry For 
Educators Series 
Folkmanis 8:48 

YouTube Video



Q & A
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